Objective of State Transportation Innovation Council

The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF), local public agencies and tribal transportation agencies own and maintain the surface transportation system in Alaska and make key decisions on how to deliver projects, and how best to employ techniques and technologies in its operation and safety.

The State Transportation Innovation Council (STIC) brings together stakeholders that represent public policy and market forces to lead innovation in Alaska’s transportation program. The STIC provides multi-stakeholder leadership to perpetuate the deployment of innovation in Alaska. The STIC serves as a forum for initiating and overseeing the rapid deployment of innovative strategies into routine practice to accelerate transportation project delivery and enhance project quality and effectiveness.

Purpose

This Charter establishes the Alaska State Transportation Innovation Council (STIC) and defines its mission, scope and responsibility, membership, and administration.

Vision

The Alaska - State Transportation Innovation Council (STIC) will foster a collaborative culture for rapid implementation of meaningful innovations to efficiently deliver the public a modern, high quality transportation system.

Mission

Facilitate the rapid implementation of technology, tactics and techniques among transportation program delivery professionals starting at Alaska DOT&PF and moving toward all levels of tribal and local government and throughout the private and non-profit sector to ensure smart, efficient investment in Alaska's transportation services and infrastructure

Scope and Responsibility

The STIC provides multi-discipline expertise to perpetuate the deployment of transportation related innovation in Alaska. The objectives and duties of the STIC will be to identify and recommend ways to ensure that Alaska responds to key issues and challenges that impact the highway program. The STIC will act as a catalyst for rapid deployment of those nationally and State identified technologies, techniques and tactics that have been demonstrated in "real world" applications and can offer improved performance/effectiveness in Alaska. The STIC will:

- Provide a means of ensuring regular contact among the DOT&PF, FHWA Division, tribal and local agencies and private industry;
- Coordinate with local governments, MPO representatives as necessary to develop projects;
- Provide a brief written report of STIC activities to the FHWA division office semiannually;
- Provide a brief final report (five pages or less) to the FHWA division office on STIC projects and how projects specifically meet the program criteria, results, challenges, opportunities, lessons learned and budget;
- Advise the DOT&PF Commissioner and FHWA Division Administrator on the implementation of the Every Day Counts Initiative and related matters;
- Provide leadership to promote and support rapid deployment of selected technologies, tactics and techniques;
• Provide a forum for discussing and proposing solutions to transportation-related problems;
• Act as a liaison among the stakeholders represented by the membership, and may provide a forum on current and emerging issues in the transportation sector;
• Develop a process to select technologies, tactics and techniques on which to focus implementation efforts;
• Identify and mobilize champions within the state who are committed to the deployment of chosen technologies, tactics and techniques;
• Monitor performance metrics to ensure priority initiatives move into standard practice; and
• Share information with stakeholders through meetings, workshops, reporting and conferences.

Membership
The broader the diversity of the transportation industry represented on the STIC, the greater the opportunity to be comprehensive in performing the actions noted above. The STIC will best be served by membership that reflects a balanced cross-section of transportation interests, including entities from various geographic locations and agencies of varying size. Membership should include the following:

- Alaska DOT&PF
- FHWA Alaska Division
- Metropolitan Planning Organizations (AMATS and FMATS)
- Small Local Government Representative (via Municipal League)
- Large Local Government Representative (via American Public Works Association – Alaska Chapter)
- Tribal TTAP Coordinator or Governor’s Tribal Representative
- Law Enforcement (via Department of Public Safety)
- University of Alaska Transportation Center Representative
- Alaska Association of General Contractors (AGC)
- American Council of Engineering Companies - Alaska (ACEC)
- Alaska Trucking Association

Subject matter experts and other advisory members may be invited to attend STIC meetings as non-voting members with the concurrence of the co-chairs. The STIC will be co-chaired by DOT&PF and FHWA representatives and composed of not more than fifteen members. The rotation of membership will occur as best fits the needs of the respective organizations and the STIC. Rotations will generally occur through events such as retirement, changes in employment and career changes, or at the request of the respective organizations.

Meetings
The STIC will meet regularly at a time and place set by the co-chairs. In addition, the STIC may be convened in an emergency session to address time-critical topics as deemed necessary by the co-chairs. It is expected that the STIC meet at least quarterly.

Members are expected to attend all meetings. Attendance may be in person or any two-way, interactive communications means, such as conference call or video conference. If necessary, a member may be represented by a designated alternate. A majority of voting members, one of whom is a co-chair, must attend the meetings to establish a quorum.

Items presented for STIC review shall be circulated electronically for members’ review far enough in advance of the meeting to allow members time to review the documents in a meaningful way. The STIC may establish teams as it considers necessary for the implementation of initiatives or innovations.

Innovation Identification, Evaluation, and Implementation
The STIC evaluates the applicability of a technology, tactic, or technique and selects innovations for advancement. This process provides an objective and transparent approach to the allocation of resources for innovation deployment and communicates the need to change current practice, leading to greater acceptance among the highway community for innovation implementation. The STIC process to select innovations on which to focus implementation efforts should
include at least two-thirds of the STIC membership (excluding co-chairs). The STIC will establish selection criteria and procedures (similar to Attachment A) and should select a primary and an alternate innovation. The STIC should strive for objectivity and credibility in the selection process. STIC members with potential conflicts of interest related to an application should recuse themselves during the selection process.

**Outreach and Communication Plan**

The STIC should develop an outreach plan to share innovation deployment efforts and successes with the transportation community, public, and legislators. This plan should communicate the impact and benefits of implementing innovations within the State and demonstrate to policymakers and the travelling public that taxpayer dollars are being efficiently used.

**Measuring Success**

The STIC defines the outcome being sought through the implementation of the selected innovations and monitors performance to ensure priority initiatives move into standard practice. By setting innovation goals, the STIC communicates the expected outcome and results from innovation deployment and encourages statewide implementation. Progress toward meeting the goals should be shared with the STIC members at regular meetings and be used to provide compelling information for outreach and communication activities.
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### Attachment A

#### STIC Project Selection Criteria Scoring Sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Proposer</th>
<th>Total Budget</th>
<th>STIC Amount requested</th>
<th>Scoring Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1) Rank order the projects in each scoring criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) Use whole numbers only and use each number once. (For example, if there are five projects, scores will range from 1 to 5. Higher numbers indicate better alignment with the criteria.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3) Co-chairs will only score projects to break a tie.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scoring Instructions**

1) How well did the application follow the instructions?  
2) How likely is the project/activity to result in a quick implementation (less than 2 years)?  
3) How well does the project/activity align with a TIDP goal and how well does it address a statewide issue?  
4) How well does the project/activity identify and align with a TIDP goal?  
5) If the STIC has a TIDP goal or goals, how well does the project/activity meet those goals?  
6) If the STIC has a current focus on a TIDP goal or goals, how well does the project/activity align with that focus?  
7) How well does the project/activity align with DOT&PF or other public sector STIC requirements?  
8) How well does the project/activity align with federal requirements?  
9) How well does the project/activity align with the 20% requirement?  
10) How well does the project/activity align with the 20% requirement?  

**Notes**

1) TIDP is FHWA's Technology and Innovation Deployment Program  
2) TIDP Goals:  
   - Significantly accelerate the adoption of innovative technologies by the surface transportation community.  
   - Provide leadership and incentives to demonstrate and promote state-of-the-art technologies, elevated performance standards, and new business practices in highway construction processes that result in improved safety, faster construction, reduced congestion from construction, and improved quality and user satisfaction.  
   - Construct longer-lasting highways through the use of innovative technologies and practices that lead to faster construction of efficient and safe highways and bridges.  
   - Improve highway efficiency, safety, mobility, reliability, service life, environmental protection, and sustainability.  
   - Develop and deploy new tools, techniques, and practices to accelerate the adoption of innovation in all aspects of highway transportation.